In-Class Workshop Descriptions
Steps to Academic Success
•Are you new to the college environment or did you figure out that what you are doing in school isn’t quite
working for you? If so, attend the ASW Steps to Academic Success. This workshop can help students to
become familiar with college expectations, understand classroom etiquette, learn how to interact with
professors, discuss the importance of developing peer groups, and understand the meaning of an academic
reputation.

Time Management
•We now live in an age where we are forced to multitask all of the time. Unfortunately, many students get
into academic trouble because multitasking and studying just doesn’t work. Come to the Time Management
ASW to learn effective time management strategies, discover ways to implement time management, learn
how to create a personal schedule, learn aspects of goal setting, and learn ways to utilize “wasted” time.

Textbook Tactics
•Do you panic when your instructor assigns 80 pages of reading? Do you read your textbook like you would
read a novel? What if you knew a more effective way to read your textbooks? Attend the ASW Textbook
Tactics. Learn how to read college level textbooks effectively by utilizing a variety of different methods
including previewing the material, reading strategically, and reviewing concepts learned.

Exam Game Plan
•Midterms and final examinations are always a stressful time for college students. By utilizing effective exam
strategies, students can effectively reduce their stress and get the most out of their education! The Exam
Game Plan ASW is for students to understand the goal of examinations, become familiar with different exam
formats, learn different examination strategies, learn how to apply different examination strategies, and
discuss test anxiety and ways to overcome it.

Test Anxiety
•Are you stressed out over taking exams? Do you study and still find yourself nervous during the exam? Or
maybe you have trouble sleeping the night before an exam? Anxiety is a prevalent problem among college
students. Students are often experiencing many transitions in their life during college and the unknown
expectations can result in anxiety. Knowing how to control and utilize your anxiety will help you succeed in
your academic career. Attend the Test Anxiety ASW to learn tools and strategies to better understand your
anxiety.

Mind Mapping
•Want to learn how to look at topics, ideas, or brainstorm differently? Mind Mapping is the answer to
visualizing your thoughts on paper or online
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